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Journal, December, 1882.* 

fhe New Testament Witness to the Author

ship of Old Testament Books. 

BY PROF. FRANCIS BROWN. 

A careful examination of this subject seems to be demanded by 
the conflicting and equally positive statements current in regard to iL 
E.g.: 

Turpie, (TAI New Te.r/amml V.iw of 11,, Old, London, 1872), 
who has given the matter the fullest consecutive treatment, assumes, 
almost without argument, that the laliguage of the New Testament 
is decisive of questions of autbonhip, in the cue of many important 
books of the Old TestarnenL Thus, lP· 124), when speaking of 
Rom. x. 20, 21 ,-" Isaiah is very bold and saith "-the citation be
ing from Is. b:v. 1, 2,-he remarks: "Paul thus lets us know the 
aource whence the quotations are drawn. They are taken from 
Isaiah. Isaiah spake them." On p. 130, be says: "The formnla 
.dau,18 Alrri, ' David says,' followed by quotations from several 
Psalms, m., xvi., llll:ii., lxix, and a., shows us that be was the 
writer of them." On p. 158, we read: "From our Lord's words, 
then, 'Have ye not read in the Book of Moses at the bnab,' [ML 
xii. 26], I infer that Moses is set forth u the author of the Penta
teuch." Similar remuks occ·ir elsewhere in Tnrpie's book. 

Pro£ W. H. Green, D. D., says, (Mos11 a,u/ du Propl,ds, p. 345): 
'' The history and legislation of the Pentateuch lies at the basis of all 
the subsequent history of the Old TestamenL It ia presupposed in 

• The paper of the Rev. Dr. Craven bu not been received. 
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the Psalms. It is presupposed in the prophets. :Moses' authorship 
bas the explicit sanction of our blessed Lord himself." 

In our popular religious literature, this argument is dwelt on with 
great emphasis. 

On the other band, there are other persons, of excellent Christian 
reputation, who are committed to the opinion that these questions 
are not seuled by New Testament evidence. One of the most em
phatic statements to this effect is from the pen of Prof. E. Benj. An
drews, of Brown University, (HefJrfUJ Sludml, Dec., 1882, p. 100): 
"Let even Wellhausen's view be adopted: there are several ways in 
which, we are happy to think, every recorded utterance of Christ 
touching the Pentateuch might be explained in accord with the per
fect truthfulness and supernatural character of his teachings." 

The existence of opposite views on such an important matter may 
fairly justify a careful examination of the New Testament writings, 
with a view to deciding, if possible, which opinion is correct. 

The examination proposes no further end than the simple testing 
of a particular argument It is not an inquiry into the actual 
authorship of Old Testament books. Nor does it necessarily involve 
an answer to such an inquiry. For while it is true that if the New 
Testament argument is shown to be conclusive, the result will be to 
establish the authorship of the books in quest?.>n, it is not true that 
the opposite decision would involve a denial of particular authorship. 
It would involve sin1ply a denial that such particular authorship can 
be proved Crom the New Testament For it is agreed on all hands, 
that the New Testament does not directly, and in terms, deny the 
particular authorship of any Old Testament book. It is perfectly 
conceivable, therefore, that the argument might be shown to be una
\-ailable for the purpose for which it is employed, at the same time 
that the conclusions sought to be established by the argument were 
impregnable on other grounds. It is not the more general question 
as to thefacls of authorslaip, but the more limited question as to the 
bearing of the New Testament argument, which now concerns us. 

The inquiry is carefully to be distingujshed from certain other 
more or less kindred questions with which it has been at times un
fortunately confounded. 

(a.) From questions as to the historical character of the Old Tes
tament books, or any parts of them, and as to the New Testament 
witness to aucb_cbaracter. For the purposes of our inquiry it might 
or might not be that such character is the fact, or that the New Tes
tament proves it That is a question by itself, and not involved in 
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the present discussion. So l'ar as it may be necessary to take any po
sition in the matter, the historical character or such Old Testament 
writings u claim to be history is here assumed. 

(6.) From questions as to the inspiration, authority and canon
icity or the Old Testament books, and u to the New Testament wit
ness to these characteristics. These matters are fully and entirely as
sumed, at the outset or the discussion, and cannot, therefore, be 
raised in the progress of it 

(e.) From questions as to the inspiration, authority and canon
icity or the New Testament books, and as to the binding rorce of 
teachings uttered by our Lord Jesus Christ, or by inspired men, and 
contained in the New Testament books. These matters, also, are 
fully and entirely assumed at the outset, so that whatever, on 
thorough eumination, shall prove to rest on the authority or our 
Lord, or of the Holy Spirit speaking in and through inspired men, 
is thereby and at once raised out of 1he sphere or this discussion. 

(d.) From all questions as to the meaning, interpretation, appli
cation, etc., or the Old Testament passages which are cited in the 
New. 

We have simply to ask: What kind and degree of evidence is fur
nished by the New Testament as to the authorship of Old Testament 
books? It is plain that one may conceive or the evidence as being 
either conclusive, or non-conclusive; and if the latter, then as either 
purely negative evidence, or as presumptive evidence. Ir it is pre
sumptive evidence, then the question as to authorship is not 
settled thereby, but must be finally decided in view of other testi
mony. This paper does not occupy itselr, however, as bu been 
already said, with other testimony, and it concerns us only to notice 
that it is.perfectly conceivable that testimony from other sources may 
be such as to confirm any presumptive evidence which the New Tes
tament may furnish, or, on the other hand, such as to destroy the 
weight of the presumption, and prove the opposite. 

It remains only to add, as a last preliminary remark, that in the 
examination of passages in detail, while the importance of distin
guishing between the language of Christ and that of the inspired 
New Testament men may easily be exaggerated, there is still some 
advantage in treating them separately. 

The question before us is essentially one of ei:egesi,, and we shall 
be prepared, in a few moments, to inquire as to the meaning of par
ticular passages. The fact, however, that the number of passages is 
so small, may be regarded as one among several indications that it 
was not a prime object of the New Testament speakers and writen, 
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or or the Holy Spirit, presiding over its composition, to teach the 
authorship or Old Testament books.• 

Assistance has been derived, in making the above table, from 
Bohl's Alllula111mllid1t Ci/alt, and Turpie's Old Ttslamml i'n ll,e New. 
The number of citations is difficult to fix with accuracy. It is be
lieved that the table is approximately correcL 

On the other hand, it is not to be wondered at, that, living as we 
do in the midst of a venerable tradition in regard to the authorship 
of Old Testament books, the citations under the names of particu
lar persons which the New Testament makes from the Old should 
lead us, antecedently to all detailed examination, to the inference 
that the writers and speakers who thus cite regarded the persons 
named as the authors of the books in which the words cited stand. 
The chief condition to the validity of this inference is the absence 
of evidence to the contrary. For it must be clear that the natural 
deduction from New Testament language, in the absence of contrary 
evidence, does not necessarily determine the question as to the natu
ral deduction;,. Im/ace of such evidence. 

These considerations to some extent balance each other, and we 
leave them for the present behind, in order to inquire into the New 
Testament facts. 

• The following table will show how the case stands: 
Genesis is cited 28 times. Under Moses' name, o time. 
Exodus .. 33 •l·, 2 times. 
Leviticus .. 12 1 time . 
Deuteronomy .. 41 7 times . 
1 and 2 Samuel J (?)" Samuel's I(?) ti'e. 
1 Kings 2 Author's 0 

Job 1 time, 0 

Psalms 68 times. David's 10 times. 
Proverbs 6 .. Author's otime. 
Ecclesiastes 1 time. 0 

Isaiah 61 times. Isaiah's 17 times. 
Jeremiah 7(?) .. Jeremiah's 2 

Hosea 6 .. Hosea's 1 time . 
Joel 2 Joel's 
Amos 2 Amos' 0 

Micah I time. Micah's 0 
Habbakuk 4 times. Habbakuk's 0 

Haggai I time. Haggai's 0 

Zechariah's 6 times. " • Zechariah's 0 

Malachi s .. Malachi's 0 
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The following books of the Old Testament are, by citation or 
otherwise, connected in the New Testament with the names of par
ticular men: Exodus, Leviticus, Deuteronomy (name of Moaes), 
Samuel(?), Psalms (name of David), Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, 
Hosea, Joel. Of these, Jeremiah's name occurs in such a connec
tion but twice; those of Samuel (if at all), Daniel, Hosea and Joel, 
only once each. It will be convenient to begin with this group, fol
lowing the order of the names in our English Bibles. 

SA11u1:L Acts iii. 24: "All the prophets from Samuel and them 
that followed after, as many as have spoken they also told of these 
days." No l\lessianic prophecy is attributed to Samuel in the Old 
Testament, and it has accordingly been doubted whether there is 
reference here to any word or writing connected with his name. It 
might mean "from the days of Samuel," so that the first of the 
prophets referred to must have lived at or about the time of Samuel. 
But the l'llrliest recorded prophecy from near that time is Nathan's, 
(2 Sam. vii. u-16), and, when that was uttered, Samuel had been 
many years dead, ( 1 Sam. xxv. 1 ). The reference cannot be to the 
prophecies of David in the Psalms, for in that case we can hardly 
doubt that David himself, and not Samuel, would have been named. 
Further, although it may be said that Samuel was the founder of the 
ordtr of prophets, it does not need an investigation of this matter to 
convince us that the words as they stand, on their most natnral inter
pretation, include Samuel among those who testified of the Messi
anic times. The expression is a peculiar one: zal ird.t'r. Ii ,,, 
w:p"'l'~t'a1 aw:u !:a1,11u~J. zal T'W> zaOt;ij. ;;.,,, lJ.dA71t1a• zal zanJ,rrcJ.a, 
Ta. 711,lpa. t'au~a.. If the phrase zal Tw• zatl1E;: is to be taken liter
ally, the whole expression means, " the propheta from Samuel and 
[from] those who followed [him] "; for "~muel " and "those who 
followed him" are in the same construction. More than this, they 
form one group, for the preposition is not repeated. An interpreta
tion must therefore be found which will suit them both. If anu de
notes simply a prior limit of the time within which ui npo,ijt'al 
prophesied, then 11( zatl.;ij. are not represented u prophesying, any 
more than Samuel is. But u! zaO,E,;. must certainly include Nathan 
and David. Nathan's prophecy (referred to above) is quite explicit, 
and David is repeatedly cited by Peter himself (who uttera Acts iii. 
24) as a prophet of the Messiah, so that it is utterly improbable"that 
these· should be ignored. But if 11( zatli;ij. ue regarded as prophesy
ing, then there is no exegetical ground for eacluding Samuel from 
the same category. We may compare Luke uiv. a7: dp;tiµno: air~ 
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l11MiJt1l,.t1 :ral tiirJ ira•T"'• Tw• npo9"1Ttii,,-where the construction of 
the genitives is the same, and where the preposition is repeated, as it 
is not in Acbi iii. 24; in this case there can be no doubt that the use 
made of Moses is identical in kind with the use made of all the 
prophets. 

And if we regard the phrase as an inexact one, in which two con
structions are mingled: (1.) "All the prophel9, from Samuel on, as 
many 89 spoke," and (2.) "All the prophel9, Samuel and the follow
ing, as many 89 spoke,"-still it is plain that (in 2) Samuel is in
cluded under the prophets who spoke, and the fact that such a 
mingling of the two constructions was possible, shows Lhat Peter, or 
whoever is responsible for the . precise fonn of the utterance as we 
have it, did not discriminate between "Samuel " and "the proph
ets," or between "Samuel" and "those who followed," in their re
spective functions. 

It must be further observed Gt1m Uti,b1t1a~ does not, on the most 
natural interpretation, /,'mil Lhe nti•n~ Ii ul npmp~-ra,, (so Lhat, t. g., 
Samuel might not be included), but rather emphasizes 1::ti,-rr,. For 
lAti,b1t1a• must be taken in a gen.?ral sense, to denote the utterance of 
prophecy, or perhaps, more exactly, of predictive prophecy. The 
meaning then is: "All the prophe~ many as exercised their 
prophetic functions in. (predictive) utterance-told of Lhese days." 
Ir we attempt to limit the meaning of UtiA'}t1a• to Messianic predic
tion, then a tautology resulll; and no one will maintain that U,iA'}t1a• 
can be used in mere contrast with prophets who wrote, or prophets 
who were silent Those, then, who "told of these days " are the 
same penons who "spoke," and these are the same with "all the 
prophets," including "Samuel and those who followed." Doubtless 
the statement of the verse, thus understood, is hyperbolical, because 
there were some persons, t. g., Elijah, Elisha, Nahum, and many 
besides, who were prophets, and who "spoke," but who did not, so 
far 89 we are aware, "tell of these days." But this does not warrant 
us in supposing that the one prophet whose name is expressly men
tioned, is to be classed among those who are thus, in the use of 
hyperbole, ignored. 

But ir Samuel uttered no Messianic prophecy, and is yet included 
among those who did utter such prophecies, there is no reasonable 
explanation of this, except that be is so included because the book 
which goes by his name contains such a prophecy, and we should 
understand the reference to Samuel to be at bottom a reference to the 
words of Nathan,:, Sam. vii, u-16,-Lhe one great Messianic proph-
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ecy or the book. Now, just as little as Peter, on this interpretation, 
would intend to say that Samuel was the original speaker of the 
words which Nathan actually spoke, would he necessarily imply, or 
be understood to imply, that Samuel wrote the book which bears his 
name. For the object or using the name of Samuel would be to 
identiry the prophecy. And whatever cause, independent of his ac
tual authorship of it, might lead to the connection of Samuel's name 
with this book, that cause, or the resultiug habit or so connecting 
book and name, would suffice to explaiu Peter's use of the name to 
designate the book. If, t. g., it were commonly called " Book of 
Samuel," or "Samuel," Lecause Samuel was a prominent figure in 
it, then Peter would not imply that Samuel wrote it, when he used 
this name for it As a matter or fact, intelligent Bible-students, who 
now use the name do not mean by it "the book which Samuel 
wrote," but simply "the book which goes by Samuel's name." It 
is as a mere title that the term is employed, as in the case of " the 
Books or Kings" and other anonymous writings of the Old Testa
ment There cannot, therefore, be even a fair presumption in favor 
of the view that if Peter here refers, as he probably does, to the 
"Book of Samuel," under the name of "Samuel," be thereby im
plies that Samuel wrote the book to which he refers. 

JEREIIJAH. l\latt ii. 17 and xxvii. 9. The introductory formula 
• is the same in each case: Tun lr.J.71ptiJIJ71 ·d, p1j/Ji, t71ti 'l,piµiou Toii 

r.po-,>jTou Uro>To,. It is true that there are some variant readings to 
l\latt x:i:vii. 9, but these, it is well known, are of insignificant author
ity. (See Westcott and Hort, Nolu on Se/eel Readings, p. 18.) 

We are all familiar whh the efforts of commentators to reconcile 
this undoubted reading with the equally indubitable fact that in the 
prophecies attributed to Jeremiah, in the Old Testament, no such 
passage occurs,-the citation is manifestly from Zech. xi. u, 13. 
Such efforts are the attempts to show, e.g., that Zechariah is simply 
repeating and enlarging prophecies of Jeremiah (xviii., xix.), (Heng
stenberg); that l\latthew cites from some lost writing of Jeremiah (so 
from Origen, various Comm.); or an orally traDBmitted prophecy 
uttered by Jeremiah (Calovius); or that Jeremiah headed the col
lection of prophets, and the whole collection was therefore called by 
his name (Lightfoot and others); or that a mistake in writing oc
curred when the Gospel was first issued (Morrison). The recognition 
of the baseless character of all these attemplB leads Turpie to the 
thoroughly consistent (if not original) view, " that Jeremiah really 
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did write that portion of Zechariah's book whence the quotation is 
made," (,: e. chap. ix.-xi. ). Now this involves, not only the dia
membership of the book of Zechariah, but also one of two other 
things: ,,~litr there was a genuine and trustworthy tradition connect
ing these prophecies with Jeremiah's name,-a tradition which has 
strangely vanished from all other testimony which we possess, and 
appears only in this incidental mention in l\latthew,-in which case 
it is impossible to understand why these prophecies were not from an 
early time attributed to Jeremiah, and united with his other prophe
cies; or the true authorship was expressly revealed to l\lauhew, and 
to him alone, in which case there would be an appuently purposeless 
and useless breaking through of the general principle already noticed, 
namely, that questions of authorship were not prominent concerns 
of revelation;-purposeless and useless, unless it can be shown to be 
of great consequence to the bearing of the prophecy on the case to 
which it is applied, that it should have been from Jeremiah and no 
other. The hypothesis is thus not to be enterlained unless we are 
prepared to deny the rights of exegetical science and the efficacy of 
exegetical methods in interpreting the Scriptures. And yet this 
appears to be the most nearly tenable view of all those that have been 
mentioned. For if the words Tu P'i'~'" .Jui 'lrpr1,iuu TUU "'P"'fiiTIJU 
Alr11•T111; are of sufficient importance to occaaion any difficulty, they 
must be taken in their real meaning, ,: e., "that which was spoken 
through Jeremiah the prophet, saying" (=" who said" or "when he 
said"). The views of Hengstenberg and Lightfoot do not satisfy 
these words; the view of Morrison would destroy all con6dence in 
the New Testament teitt; and the views of Origen and Calovius are 
even less likely to be right than that which Turpie maintains, since 
it is easier to suppose that Jeremiah wrote Zech. ix.-xi. than to sup
pose that words which occur with such an approximate accuracy in 
Zech. xi. 12, 13 occurred also, and originally, in some otherwise 
unknown written or spoken utterance of Jeremiah. But the only 
reason for adopting either of these views is the supposed necessity of 
giving a literal force and binding authority to the words To p71fiie .Jc,l 
'/rpr1,fou Tuu "'P"'fiiTau Urwrm;. Before we decide that this supposed 
necessity is a sufficient reason for resorting to such frail explanations, 
it is well to remind ourselves that the case before us does not stand 
quite alone in the New Testament Whether the reference to Isaiah, 
in Mark i. 2, is at all similar, need not now be decided; that pas
sage will be considered in another connection. But there is a nearly 
parallel instance in the Epistle of Jude. Jude 14, 15, we read: 
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"And to these also Enoch, the seventh from Adam, prophesied, 
saying, Behold, the Lord came with ten thouaands of bis holy ones, 
[Gr. l• firiatt µuprd,m arn-1>u], to execute judgment upon all, and to 
convict all the ungodly of all their works of ungodliness which they 
have ungodly wrought, and of all the hard things which ungodly 
sinners have spoken against him." The _introductory formula of 
quotation is here: 'E1rpo'ffrcu11r. Ji za1 TotiTort l{iloµot d1rrl 'AUµ 
'E•mx J.fy,,,,, in which, although the divine origin of the prophecy is 
not brought out as it is in Trl p-r/ii• led 'lrprµiou, the human author• 
ship is even more distinctly asserted. The demand to either accept 
or explaip away the statement as to Jeremiah involves, dfarhor•~ the 
same demand as to Enoch. But in the latter case none of the e:11pla• 
nations attempted in the former case can by any means apply. One 
or the alternatives would here be still more violent We should 
have to say that either Enoch, seventh from Adam, did actually utter 
this prophecy which Jude records, or Jude's book is not authoritative, 
and ought to go out of the canon.. Now the canonicity of Jude ia 
firmly established, so that interpreters have been pressed toward the 
fi111t alternative. But in fact we find the passage which Jude citea in 
the pseudepigraphical Book of Enoch I. 9. We append three tran1-
lations of that original passage: 

De Sa1y.-(C£ Magasin Encyclopedique, VI., i. 382), cited in 
Huther's Comm. on Jude, 4th Germ. ed., 1877, Eng. trans., 1881: 
'' Et venit cum myriadibus sanctorum, ut facial judicium super eoe, 
et perdat impios et litigat cum omnibus carnalibus pro omnibus quae 
fecerunt et operati sunt contra eum peccatores et impii." 

.Du/mann.-(DasBuch Henoch, 1853): "Und siebe er kommtmit 
Myriaden von Heiligen, um Gericbt iiber sie zu halten, und wird die 
Gottlosen vermichten und rechten mit allem Fleisch iiber Alles, wu 
die Siinder und die Gottlosen gagen ihn gethan und begangen 
haben." 

SchlNlde.-(Book of Enoch, 1882): "And behold he comes with 
myriads of the holy to pass judgment upon them, and will destroy 
the impious, and will call to account all flesh for ever,-tbing the sin• 
ners and the impious have done and committed against him." 

Now, if these words, which are thus referred to a period antedat
ing the Christian era by only a little, are cited by Jude, as they are, 
under the name of Enoch, and ir the alternative forced upon ns is, 
either to consider thl'm an actual utteranCP. of Enoch, the ancient 
patriarch, or to look upon Jude as an untruthful-and hence unca
nonical-book, probably no sober scholar would hesitate to decide 
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in favor of the latter. But if we are not willing to accept this alter
native, then we must be willing to take the position that the formula 
of quotation in Jude 14 does not oblige us to consider the patriarch 
Enoch the actual author of the words there quoted. But then 
neither does the formula of qnotation in MatL xxvii. 9 oblige us to 
consider the prophet Jeremiah the actual author of the words there 
quoted.* 

Some may perhaps claim that while Jude quotes from the Book of 
Enoch, and gives it a certain authority, he yet writes in the full con
sciousness of the pseudonymic character of its title, and that his 
hearers are aware of this also, so that he is not mistaken in the mat
ter, and they are not misled. To this it might be replied: (1.) Such 
a thing is indeed not inconceivable, and as one among several possi
bilities it might be allowed to stand; but as the only ground upon 
which a defence of Jude could be based, it is insnflicient There is 
no evidence in favor of it except the supposed necessity of having it 
true. And little as we can believe that the Book of Enoch contained 
prophecies 3,000 years older than itself, just as little can we affirm 
that men in the first Christian century, even if they knew of the com
paratively recent origin of the book, were sure that it did ,IOI contain 
such prophecies. If Jude himselr thought this might ht- the case, 
then his words expres., this opinion; if his readers thought so, then 
his words would confirm them in their belie( In the absence of tes
timony on this point, we cannot make the possibility of their greater 
enlightenment into the corner-stone of our own faith. (z.) The 
straightforwardness and the precise shape of the citation-formula are 
opposed to the view that the book cited was believed to be pseudepi
graphical with no genuine contents. (3.) It is difficult to see on 
what ground Jude could regard the book as authoritative, and there
fore fit to be cited, if he held it to be a pseudepigraph, of which no 
part was genuine, since it certainly was not regarded as one of the 
sacred, canonical books. (4,) That he did so, or even may have 
done so, ought least of all to be claimed by those who are strenuous 

*The composition and date of the Book of Enoch present questions 
too complicater.l, and requiring too elaborate discussion, for an exami
nation here. It is sufficient for our purposes to say that the book seems 
to be a Jewish work, put toget'1er from several dist.incl documents of 
the second and first centuries B. C., with some Christian interpolations. 
The absence of any allusion to the menacing armies of Rome indicates 

. that the latest portions cannot be put far down in the first century A. D. 
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for the conclusiveness of New Testament statements as to the author
ship of Old Testament books, for the same arguments can be used 
upon the other side, under far more favorable conditions, as we 
shall presently see. 

It would therefore be unsafe to rest any important interest upon 
the possibility of such a distinction between the use of the citation
formulas in Jude 14 and Matt xxvii. 9, as that just suggested. 
Another distinction is of more consequence, but it bears in the 
opposite direction. If, as is altogether probable, Jude supposes him
self to be citing words of Enoch, we should have to regard him as 
holding a wrong opinion. But if that may be, then much more may 
it be that the Evangelist, by a momentary oversight, attributed to 
Jeremiah words which, as a little reflection or reading would have 
shown him, belonged to Zechariah. 

The result of the foregoing considerations should be to convince 
us that we need not hesitate to follow Augustine and Calvin, and the 
great body of candid, thorough modem commentators (De Welle, 
Meyer, Alford, Weiss, Keil, Plumptre, C. H. H. Wright (Comm. on 
Zechariah, p. 336), etc., etc.),,in holding that there is here a slight 
error in the gospel, on a point which in no respect, even the most 
distant, affects the important teachings to be conveyed. 

Now the introductory formula is just the same in Malt ii. 17 as in 
Matt xxvii. 9. It follows therefore: that if there were important evi
dence from other sources, tending to show that the words cited in the 
former passage were not spoken or written by Jeremiah, the presence 
of the formula of quotation would not oblige us to hold that they 
were. We find the words, in fact, in Jer. :i:xxi. 15, and there is no 
reason to believe that they are not genuine words of Jeremiah. If 
there were such a reason, however, the presence of the citation for
mula in Matt ii. 17 would not destroy its force, for the general 
nature of the conclusion already reached as to the non-decisive char
acter of the formula is as little affected by the presence or absence of 
positive evidence from other sources, as it is by the possible nece&aity 
of modifying our view as to the nature of the inaccuracy, in order to 
make it apply to both cases.• 

DANIEL Matt uiv. 15. Tu p7illi, rJ11.i .:la•c~,l i-oci ,rpr,,;,ji-ou, fol
lowed by words which occur in Dan. xi. 31, xii. 11, cf. ix. 27. A 

•It is evident that if, in two (or more) Instances, a writer wrongly at
tributed a citation to Jeremiah, his inaccuracy could hardly be attributed 
to a momentary oversight. The parallel would then be Jude's citation 
from Enoch. 
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new element is introduced in this passage, if the words o( citation 
are really an utterance of Christ himself.• Now, the assumption that 
Jesus might have been here in error would not satisfy those who 
argue most strenuously for the authenticity of Old Testament books 
on the ground of New Testament statements, nor ought it to satisfy 
them. For while we have indications in more than one place that 
Jesus did not know all things at all times (Ma. v. 30--32; xiii. 32, c£ 
MatL xxiv. 36, etc.), still, we do not find him affirming that which 
he does not know, and we may confidently say-slightly modifying a 
line remark of Rothe's (Zur Dogma/ill. 2te Aull. 1869, p. 175), 
"that Jesus never extended the sphere of his desire to know, and 
his belief that he knew, beyond the limits of what was actually known 
by him." But the question still remains, whether Jesus does here 
commit himself to the authorship of the book of Daniel by a 
prophet of that name. It will be remembered that the passage 
cited in MatL niv. 15 is from the second division of the book, a 
division which, with the exception of certain brief introductory 
notes, contains prophecies exclusively, and that this division is dis
tinctly marked off from the preceding by the nature of its contents, 
and by the brief introduction, Dan. vii. 1. Now suppose evidence 
were to be presented from other quarters to show that while the 
book as a whole was not written by Daniel, the last six: chapters 
contained prophecies of Dauiel, which the later author had incorpo
rated in his book. On that supposition, the words of Jesus, taken 
in their most rigid, literal meaning, would be perfectly satisfied. 

We may go yet further. If other evidence should be adduced, 
tending to show that '' Daniel, the prophet" was a pseudonym, still, 
there would be nothing in Jesus' use of the upression to commit 
him to any other view. For the words were certainly written, and 
written in the form of a prophecy, and were a prophecy, and the 
book containing them was an inspired, canonical, and authoritative 
book; the citation was therefore suitable and forcible, for Jesus' pur
poses, whoever the author may have been, and the use of a current 
pseudonym to designate the author no more committed Jesus to a 

*It is very possible that these words, which a.re lacking in the parallel 
Ma.. xiii. 14, are inserted here by the evangelist. (See, particularly, 
Weiss, Matll11luseva11gelium, 1876, p. 5o8.) In that case the formula 
would be susceptible of the same treatmen~ as the foregoing, in the 
event of the disproof, on the ground of other evidence, of Daniel's 
authorship. But it will be more satisfactory to treat it here as if it were 
certainly uttered by Jesus. 
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declaration that that was the author's real name, than our use or the 
upression "Junius saya" would commit U!j to a declaration that the 
"Letters of Junius" were composed by a person of that name; or 
than, on the supposition already discussed, that "Enoch" was re
garded as a pseudonym, Jude 14 would indicate the belief of the 
author that Enoch himself actually uttered the words which he 
quotes.* 

But it may be replied that the opinion held by the people or Jesus' 
time must be taken into account. That opinion must have been 
either contenanced or contradicted by him. Now the prevailing be
lier of the time was that Daniel was the author of the book which 
bears his name. Jesus did not contradict this belief; he thereby 
countenanced and lent his authority to it. In reply, it may be ob
served: ( 1.) In the absence of precise knowledge as to the belief of 
the time in regard to the authorship of the Book of Daniel, it is 
rash to affirm that those to whom Jesus spoke (it was, be it remem
bered, his disciples, who '' came unto him privately," l\iatt. uiv. 3), 
believed that Daniel was its author. The assertion is not sufficiently 
established to serve as the foundation for an argument. (J.) But 
even if it were shown to be true, it is an unwarranted inference that 
would commit Jesus to this belier. For we cannot venture to condi
tion Jesus' own understanding of the words he employed, by the un
derstanding or limited, prejudiced, ignorant bearers. Ir, however, 
we attempt to do so, we must be thoroughgoing. We must blot out 
John ii. 19, because Jesus speaks of destroying the temple, meaning 
thereby his body ( ver. u ), while the Jews understand it of the temple 
of Herod. We must blot out Mark v. 39, and John xi. 11, because 
Jesus speaks of persons as sleeping, when they are really dead, and 
his words are literally understood, occasioning scornful laughter in 
one case, and relief in the other. We must expunge most of John 
viii. We must consent to lose all those parables or Jesus whose 

• To assume that" Enoch" is used in Jude 14 as a pseudonym, affords 
a ground for assuming that " Daniel " may be so used, (if evidence 
from other quarters is adverse to his real authorship of the book which 
goes by his name), in Matt. xxiv. ts. But the fact that Dat1iel is a ca
nonical and Et1od1 an uncanonical book, far from making it more diffi
cult to suppose that the former is pseudonymic, makes it easier. For 
Dat1iel is canonical and authoritative ht-cause it is inspired,-whether 
Daniel wrote it or not,-while Et1od1, being uncanonical, and lacking 
strong internal marks of inspiration, must have been considerably de
pendent for its authority upon the personal weight of its author. 
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moral lesson was not understood by the hearers. If Jesus, in th(l8e 
deerly significant utterances, exposed himself to utter misapprehen
sion, and was in fact utterly misapprehended, and we take no off'ense, 
then there is no reason for seeing in the passage before us any viola
tion of the law of truth, even ir the words which Jesus employed to 
introduce the prophecy were understood by the listeners in a diff'er
ent sense from that in which he understood them. InJeed, there is 
,ar less reason in this case than in the others; for the subject of mis
understanding was of unspeakably less consequence,-the inspiration 
and authority of the citation being secure,-than the profound 
spiritual teachings referred to above. 

We may go farther yeL Let us suppose that the belief of his 
hearers was to the effect that Daniel wrote the book which bears his 
name, and that this belief was wrong, and that Jesus knew it was 
wrong. If he had combatted deeply rooted opinion on this point, 
it might easily have raised a violent opposition, which would have 
embarrassed and perhaps thwarted him in his work, and would cer• 
tainly have diverted thought from the main truths w'iich he was 
concerned to teach. His work itself obliged him to combat deeply 
rooted opinions at many points; all the less was he called upon to 
arouse antagonism in regard to non-essentials. Certain cases of ac
quiescence in popular belief must indeed be regarded as countenanc
ing that belief. We say, and say rightly, that Jesus could not have 
acquiesced in the belief about demoniacal possessions, i.nless that 
belief were well founded; otherwise his treatment of demoniacs was 
charlatanry, and his teaching in connection with such treatment was 
deceptive. But the reference to Daniel does not in the least give 
peculiar support to the teachings connected with this reference, u 
long as we admit that a book may be inspired and authoritative, 
even if its author be unknown; and this we cannot deny without 
casting a goodly number of Old Testament books out of the canon. 
Sin<.e, therefore, there was no important issue connected with the 
matter before us, we shall hardly dare to hedge Jesus about with a 
restriction not set by an imperative moral judgment 

The conclusion is, that if other arguments should make it probable 
that Daniel was not the real author of the book bearing his name, or 
of the latter section of it, and even allowing that the words "through 
Daniel the prophet" are words of Jesus, Jesus is not thereby com• 
mitted to an opposition to such other arguments. 
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. ]iosEA.-Rom. ix. 25, where the introductory words, l, T"rii '.l21nJi 
J.lyri, are followed by a citation from Hos. ii. 23, i. 10. God is rep
resented as speaking "in Hosea" (not Jc,i T"oi'i '.l21nJl), ,: ,., in all 
probability, in the book known as " Hosea," just as we have "in 
David" (Heb. iv. 7), and "Moses is read" (Acts xv. u, :a Cor. iii. 
15). The name is nothing but the title or designation of the book, 
by which it is, or may be, commonly known. From this there is no 
necessary inrerence as to the writer's position about the authorship or 
the book. (Cf. what said on this subject under SAMUEL) 

JOEL-Acts ii. I 6: T"ouTu ln!> Tu rlp71µi•o• Jc,i T"ou r.po,p,fT"ou '/,,.,j},, 
followed by a citation from Joel ii. 28-3:a, (Heb., LXX., iii. 1-5). 
The case is here similar to that of "Jeremiah'' in Matt ii. 17. 
Here, as there, we shall have to say, in view of considerations 
already advanced, that while, as a matter of fact, there is no reason 
for doubting that these words were uttered by Joel, yet, if there were, 
the citation formula of Acts ii. 16 could not decide the matter in the 
face of such reason. 

We pass to consider those New Testament passages which connect 
citations from the Old Testament with the names of David, Isaiah, 
and Moses. 

DAv1n.-The following passages fall into the same category with 
those which cite Jeremiah and Joel, (see above):* 

Acts i. 16. .t11i nu1•aTo-; JauriJ, followed in v. 20 by citations 
from Ps. lxix. 26, cix. 8. 

Acts iv. 25. Jed r.,ru1•aT"o-; ayiou nuµaTo; JamiJ, followed by a 
citation from Ps. ii. 1, ff. 

Rom. iv. 6. AaurlJ Uy,1, with citation from Ps. xuii. 1, ff'. 
Rom. xi. 9. JaurlJ Uyrt, with citation from Ps. )xix. 23. 
The following resembles the citation from Hosea, given above: 

Heb. iv. 7: t, JaurlJ Uyw,, with citation from Ps. xcv. 8. 
Somewhat different is Acts ii. 25: JaurlJ yap Uyec cl; IWT'o,, with 

citation from Ps. xvi. 8-11; here, v. 29 seems to make the person of 
David important, and to throw emphasis upon his authorship of the 
words cited. So also: 

Acts ii. 34: J.lyec Jr aimi;, with citation from Ps. ex. 1, where the 
preceding words, ou ydp Jau,lJ ,1,ffhi rl; T"ou; oupa,ou;, make David'a 
person important to the argument 

• See, also, foot-note to p. 1o6. 
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Peter seems to be thus committed to the Davidic authorship or the 
Psalms which be here quotea,-Ps. xvi, and ex. 

There is some likeness between the cases just noted and the single 
citation which Jesus ·connects with David's name. It is from Ps. 
ex. 11 and is recorded by all the Synoptists: 

MatL. xxii. 43. lrlD'; o3• J. ,. ir.r6,,aT1 ira.l.ri IJUTu• xupw•, Urw•, 
etc. 

Ver. 45. d o3, J. xaJ.rr aUTu• xupw•, etc. 
Mark xii. 36. IIUTo, J. r far> ,. T,;, ir.ruµIJTI Ttp ari'I', etc. 
Ver. 3 7. aUTu; J. Urrr aUT11• irupco•, etc. 
Luke xx .. ; 2. aUT11, yap .J. J.l7r1 l• {JifJA'I' IJl'aAr,w•, etc. 
Ver. 44, J. o3, aUTu> xupw• xa.l.rr, etc. 
In these passages the argument turns upon the assumption that 

David, and none other, uttered the words cited, so that, by a literal 
and rigid interpretation we should reach the conclusion that Jesus 
countenanced .the Davidic authorship or Ps. ex. The question, 
however, has been raised more than once, and is a fair one, whether 
Jesus may not here have been employing the belier ol his opponents 
for the purpose or convicting them or an imperfect understanding or 
their own sacred books, or an imperfect conception of the Messiah. 
If so, then there is here no commitment of Jesus to the Davidic 
authorship of Ps. ex.; and while the same argument cannot be used 
in regard to Acta ii. 341 the number of passages which authoritatively 
connect David's name with Ps. ex. would be reduced from four to 
one. 

lsAIAH. The following passages liall into the same category with 
those which cite Jeremiah and Joel:* 

MatL iii. 3. .Jed 'll11aiou Toti 1rpo9,jTllu llro•To,, with citation from 
Is. xi. 3. 

MatL iv. 14. id.; with citation from Is. ix. 1 ff. 
MatL viii. 17. id., with citation from Is. !iii. 4. 
MatL xii. 17. id., with citation from Is. xiii. 1--4. 
Luke iii. 4. .;., rlrpanac l• {Ji/JAi{' J.t.iy .... 'H,saiou TOU irpo,,JTou, 

with citation from Is. xi. 3-5. 
Luke iv. 17. {Ji{JAco, Toti npo'/',jTou 'H11aiou. with citation from Is. 

lxi. 1 ff. This and the preceding seem to belong here rather than in 
the category of ·"Hosea" (see above). 

John i. 23. xafw, rliro 'H11aia-: 6 npo'i',J'"J,, with citation from 
Is. xliii. 3. 

ilSee also foot note to page 1o6. 
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John xii. 38. Yva .S Aayo,; 'Haalou Toii ,rporp,fTou d7Jp•n'i Bv rT,rrv, 

with citation from Is. liii. 1. 

John xii. 39, 41. rTrrrv 'Ht1ala,;, with citation &om Is. vi. 9 fl'. 
Acts viii. JS, 30. avrr(v111,nrv Trlv ,rporp,fT'}v 'Haa(av, with citation 

from Is. liii. 1~ This probably belongs here, rather than with 
"Hosea" (see above). 

Acts xxviii. as. &1,l 'Ht1alou Toii ,rpo'P"J-rou, with citation from Is. 
vi. 9 ff'. 

Rom. ix. 27. 'Haa(a,; &i zpd:ri, with citation from Is. x. u ff'. 
Rom. ix. 29. ,rpor(p7Jnv 'Haala:, with citation &om Is. i. 9. 
Rom. x. 16. 'Haala: rap Alrri, with citation from Is. liii. 1. 

Rom. x. 20. 'Haala,; &i ar.ot"oAµji zal Up1. with citation &om IL 
)xv. 1 ff. 

Rom. xv. u. 'Ht1ala,; Alrri, with citation from Is. xi. 10. 

The following are utterances of Jesus, and belong to the •me 
category with the passage which cites Daniel (see above): 

Matt. xiii. 14.* ; ,rpo,p7Jnla 'Haaluu; Al7out1a, with citation from 
Is. vi. 9 ff. 

Matt. xv. 7. i,rpo'P"Jt'ruacv rrrpl uµii>v 'Haala: Al7111v, with citation 
from Is. :uix. 13. 

Mark vii. 6. i1rpo,p,Jnut1rv 'Ht1aia,; . • • ii,,; rlrpa,r-ra1 8-r1, fol
lowed by a citation from Is. xxix. 13. 

Thus far, there is nothing which determines the question for as, 
whether Isaiah was the author of the book which bears bis name, or 
of this or that portion of it. 

But a passage yet to be examined, not only fails to reverse thi1 de
cision, bat strengthens the argument upon which it is in large part 
baaed. 

This passage is Mark i. 2: rlrpa,r-ra1 iv -rfi 'Haa(~ "'P rrpo'f'i'rfl, 
followedjir.r/, by a citation from Mal. iii. 1, and then by a citation 
from Is. :a:I. 3. If the citation from Malachi were not present, the 
clause would offer no difficulty, bat might be classed, either with 
"Jeremiah" and "Joel" or with "Hosea." Batu the text stands, 
-and there is.no sufficient reason for questioning it, t-the author 
apparently cites words of Malachi u words of Isaiah. There are 

• It is quite likely, however, that the parallel, Mark iv. 12. where no 
prophet is named, reports Jesus' words more accurately. (See, espe
cially, Weiss, Marcu.rrvangeli11m, p. 145, and MallAllu.rrvangeliutn, 
p. 341). In that case 'Haa(uu belongs here to the Evangelist, and the 
passage falls into the category of Jeremiah and Joel. 

t M BDL Vu1g. Orig. and all critical edd. 


